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V 
li/vt,o "A bad man shot my daddy in the head eth a rifle." 

1 '4 	

John F. Kennedy, Jr. 

Cf\'‘.  
NNaY2_y.g.ars ago, just after.release of the Warren 	 Report, Ii-Ut 

• almost everyohe knew who the bad man with the rifle was. Lee Harvey Oswald 
had killed President John F. Kennedy. Oswald and Oswald alone had ambushed 
• the_pregdeAt,_according-t4-tileReport, in the way described, in last month's 
'article on the •enned AMAKAInatiqn. Surely that was clear, documented. in '

k/X4-  
_. nr 01 	-. trm .1. s-  ilk C. 0 	 , 	_ a.t  

_ 

Intagilip volumks which mverwhelmed the-early tremors of suspicion about 1--- 
Ot, a plot, which calmed the first wive of rumors.launched by the shock of the 

President's death and by the nearly incredible end of his accuse4.assassin. 
/„.. 	C.--  True, eccentrics like Bertrand Russell might immediately attack the Report. -1- Ate 

from abroad, but that was typical of the Old World, where assassination 	V43° --, 	 --V- 901)Apv   
conspiracies. had for centuries been common, Not so, most of us thought, 	Se;cr 

here in the New World. With the exceptions of John Wilkes Booth's band of  
IT 	

lli- li  anti-Lincolnites and Truman' 	uerto Rican attackers, our Presi 	
i 

dential ( --F.-  
assassins had proved to be lone, maddened men. They were small, white, 
young, coming  from disturbed homes, and possessed by a murderous cause. 

,or_  yf , 

,. 

yi ;i4le 

I 
" 	*:".••■••4' *;" 	•'•„... 
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Was not this Lee Mary y Oswald exactly that 	 uld anyone reasonably 

doubt he was the • man with a rifle.? 

Today, sever out of ten Americans b ieve Oswald was not the only bad olt.  
man. Since 19 when the first 	 serious attacks on the Report were 

followed by the lacerating atrocities of Vietnam, by more assassinations, by 

civil riots, by the crippling absurdities of Watergate, finally by the dis- 
L.-- 

closures of FBI and CIA crimes, until Americans, swirled in cyclones of cynicism, 

were ready to believe anything was possible. Perhaps, others suggest, it has 

:from the first been the sheer Incongruity of that weakchinned Oswald bringing 
1 

down the-hero Of'Fr-019 that` galled us beyohd belief. Tut theSe explanations 

trr,  . --- 
1 - with its ceaseless talk of spy, conspiracies, with Joe McCarthy finding Reds -r-7 WILc 

i 
 . 	

1.0 
- under every rug. Or maybe, some say, our refusal to believe was born in the -1-- 	r- 1 exponential increase of madness in the land.when the murder of a President was 	i 

L._ 

t
mounted, skepticism about the Warren Commission's conclusion has risen steadily. I-

-- 

Many reasons have been offered. Perhaps the Cold War's climate contributed, 

,beg the point. 

The Warren Report is doubted because its responsible critics have.raised 

vital and persevering questions about the Commission's conclusions, and about 

• its procedures, its sins of commission and omission, in arriving at those con-. 

elusions. Obviously, the most important conclusions were those on the solidity t%.7.:  
t... 	• of the physical evidence against Oswald, and on the reciprocal question of a 	 P....--,  

conspiracy (clearly they are reciprocal, because the more the physical evidence 

points to Oswald alone, the less likelihood there is of others involved unless 

. • 
• . '7 •• • 	. 	• 	; . 	. 	*(;:t• 	• 



n what follows we will look
)
as ob- you believe 

intelligence and k y industrial leaders), the Dallas Police Force, or New 

• Orleans homosexual connected with organized crime and the CIA (the CIA is, 

understandably, m&zt often involved in speculations on the assassination). 

I. 
IL 

AW. 

jectively as possible)  atthe key elements of the physical evidence and at 

the plausible possibilities of conspiracy, with the warning that the enormity 

of data on the Kennedy assassination prevents examination of more than the 

major elements and theories. There are, after all, well over one hundred 

books and broadsides in English alone dealing wi-ENJohn Kennedy's murder (many 

more in other'languages). There are hundreds of magazine articles, scores of. 
• 11.1,1',. ,  

along with uncounted news accounts, films, novels, 

plays, 	cords, slide-collections, and assorted elements of an informational 

d ge unprecedented in our history of assassinations (and certainly, a measure 

f its powerful aftershock). 

Indeed, the central strength of the Warren Report is its monolithic 

character, for the critics have no single alternative. If one rejects the. 

broadcas 

'Commission's findings,'for example, in. the matter of where guns were fired 

- -4n-Ocaley Tlaza, you have a widd choice• (as the accumpanyingschematic-shews4i...± 
P-- 

Similarly, if you reject Oswald as a solitary killer, you can choose conspirators 
 & • 

K- t,  

from the ss, s, 
4.1/4 SI 4. 	

Orilli , dissident elements of the CIA and FBI (with Oswald -1--- 	• , :.... 

• 

A perhaps an agent for each and all), or the Teamsters-cum-Mafia-cum-CIA, or 
1:IWO 

W Lyndon Johnson, c.)) .L. Hunt-style Texas right-wingers acting for God, couritry --t; 
c 	 .,..:•&. 

. 	and LBJ. You can c nsider anti7Castro Cubans incensed over the Bay of Pigs,:—.) 	0.:.):: 

the Minutemen, the Klan, an embryonic military junta (assisted by military ..• 

St'-0 tex  . 
" 

m 

Po 

Cles■ A C C9 Jettle.0 (A) 
-- 

-o titptie &,': ) dCI  
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You even have your choice of Oswalds, two or even more, and one can be 

a programmed Manchurian ennditiarn. All have been proposed, and with  

snmPtImes-tentousi-cireumstantlal-evidence. In many 4-  

instances the theories overlap in rings of persons and places rippling Q.: 

out from the central incident of the killing in Dealey Plaza to encompass 

so much (out as far as Water ate) that one wonders 

rif any conspiracy could be so huge and remain secret 

for so long. Three or four men, perhaps, yes, that's plausible, but 

many more more . . . well, why didn't they just wait and vote Kennedy out? 1 ' 
,.--- 

Yet the fact that the Report's critics cannot agree ol/evez1 specific pcm)::. 
,... 	., 

(except that Oswald alone  didn't dn it) should not disqualify their views, _IL 
Oz.;:...- 

especially those buttressed by the persuasive evidence some have unearthed. 	FilMigir 

Neither should the fact that/ 
	. • 	• 	' 

assassination buffs take extreme, even 

lunatic positions, cast doubt on the painstakingly documented work of 

others. They are people working without the resources available to the 

• U.S. Government, who have been largely dependentlupon the Government (which 

most of them don't trust) and on the media (which is not always'trust-

worthy) for their information. If various of them are open to charges 

of being careerists out for a fast buck, or trendy egomaniacs, or paranoids 

in the twilight of logic, or erectors of vast clockwork,systems in which 

human error does not exist and eve, act is linked with all others, then 

they are little worse than the Government itself, which through the Warren 

Commission failed to answer the question for good and ally/who killed 

John Kennedy. It was, we must remember, the Government who had that 

• r 	;.,:` • • .4., 
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resources to discharge it.' It was the FBI who)•  

h to cover-up a • 
	 P. 

ts- 
■.! 

Oswald to Agent James Hos that fateful ok vas,   
-V SerVC CA,  

k in Dallas. It was the FBI 	the Commission's staf who it seems 4--- 
 

	

/. ,,, i, 	 -  	. ____. 	------ 	  view. It was wi nesses to agree with the Commission's already-conceived 

-_, 	

persua 

. 
/ A40 	

Warren Commissij-Lo failed, when it was crucial, to 4- 0 

 
view, let alone release Kennedy's autopsy photos and X-rays sotil 	

. *t.
...,  

4 	
nation might be assured just how he died. It was the Commission's failure 1.--  

11  4L  .. to call certain witnesses or to credit only selected others that fueled 

	

4r It, 	suspicion of their findings. It was the Commission's questionable inter 

YA -tv\--------7- 	
......- . , 

\ 	ot  pretations of ballistics data, its strained reconstructions of the crime,. -/-
- 14

.
r.„, 

NI
t4 	

its unwillingness to  pick up beguiling  threads of inquiry, its seeming  

b indness to the conspiritoral connotations of Oswald's odd life, that 

arousgd,thgAritigs—(eActuding_Mark-1414V, 9!_as Marguerite Oswald's 

into the field ore as a defender of the murdered Oswald's 	A',L. I.A. 
- 	

. 	
t, 

'it,  :-1.  

r ht to be presumed innocent). And there are other governmental tics to 
4..... 	,t.„,,,,.... 

match the gaffes of the Report's detractors, especially when considering 
 

..4.4. .. 	 1 

r. 

the possibility of conspiracy. 

1, 
110. 	- dence. All theories begin with these. Some may end with them, ry 
 44# 	.4, 4 „„, 

for upon the acts of ballistics, the autopsy, the photographic records, 

and the location of Lee Harvey Oswald everything  depends. 

decided after Kennedy's dea. 

• 

But before anyone can talk of conspiracy, or of the one deranged 

Oswald, we must go back to Dealey Plaza,to the critical physical facts 

 

 
 

 

MORE TO COME 
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Although it does not mean Lee Oswald "lied Kennedy, there is little 

doubt he ordered the Mannlicher-Carcano which did slay the President. The 

handwriting on the order to Klein's Sporting Goods of Chicago (and on the 

order for a .38 Smith and Wesson revolver ordered from Seaport Traders, Inc., 

Los Angeles) has been identified as Oswald's. Both weapons were ordered by 

Hidell," a name also appearing, with minor variations, on counterfeit 

ri identification found in Oswald's wallet after his arrest in the Texas Theater 

on November 22 about 1:50 p.m. CS; shOrtly after Officer J.D. Tippit had been 

killed with the .38 Smith and Wesson. Both guns were sent in March, 1963, 

to P.O. Box 2915, Dallas, which had been rented by a "Lee H. Oswald" whose 

handwriting and signature matched that of "A. Hidell." Thus, at least so 

far as their purchase is concerned, the linkage is strong between both Oswald 

and the rifle found at the Texas School Book Depository and the gun that 

-killed Tippit. Of course, whether they use them or not, lots of pen/ging_ . 
guns. Most do not use aliases, which raises the question why Oswald did. 

No-one knows, though some psychiatrists have suggested Oswald may have recog-
_, 

nized himself as a split personality, the good Lee struggling against the 

evil Hidell. Such metaphysics don't explain the curious alias itself, though. 

Why not Smith or Jones? A Marine acqUaintance of Oswald's, John R. Heindel, 

opined that.Lee merely used his name, which was frequently mispronounced as 

"Hidell•" to rhyme with "Ryden." Marina Oswald suggested a more sinister 

reason in view of speculations about Oswald's possible motive, that rilidell" 

was derived from "Fidel," a sign of Lee's admiration for Castro--as manifested 

the spring of 1963 in New Orleans when he formed a chapter of the Fair Play 

for Cuba Committee, himself• as sole member and "A.J. Hidell" as president 

111.11111111111.-  

' 
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("Hidell" had a P.O. Box there, too). incidentally, Marina signed the 

membership card which Lee had printed, but despite her epic helpfullness 

to'the Commission (a product, Marguerite Oswald sniggered, of tender 
s h.e Rio a 	rtss M r.A. 	v- at. Figi 

loving care by tilt Secret Service) she later was unsure just when and 
A 

how she learned her husband sometimes thought about himself as "Hidell." 

Clearly, Oswald himself, or someone, believed "Hidell" deserved 

conclusive evidence of existence. -Among the identification cards found 

on Oswald were two clever bits of forgery, both in the name "Alek James 

Hidell" (during his Russian exile, Marina said, Lee was called Alek). 

They were a draft card and a certificate of servica in the U.S. Marine 

Corps, each made of prints:from doctored photographic negatives (the 

Warren Commission said of Oswald's original ID) which were pasted back- 

to-back. Oswald knew quite a bit about photography. He'd had some 

experience it ,the_ Marines;_ancLhis-bant_..johin-Dallas had-keen-as 

photolitho processor with Jaggers-Chiles-Stovall, a graphic arts firm. 
4.0 

Then, too, after he was arrested in the Tippit chase, Lee told Dallas 	
T 

police in the course of his aggresive uncoo erativeness that the photos 

they'd scavenged from Marina's lodgings in Irving, showing him posed 	 rf4r.  

with rifle, pistol and leftist publications, were fakes, that he knew 

someone had pasted his head on somebody else's body and shot a new 

negative. (The Warren Commission expert said no, but other experts 

have said jees, the background shadows are inconsistent with the face 

b o a 4 w 	e 14 efrAhred 
shadows and the relative size of had and body are peculiar.) But 

even if, as seems likely, Oswald created "Hidell" and bought guns for 

• • • 
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him, it does not prove he killed the Prqsident, 

More germane are the questions, did. Oswald ever practice with the 

Mannlicher, and did he have it with him that November.22T Marina, again, 

said she remembered Lee working the bolt and squinting through the sight • 

in New Orleans in May, 1963 (oddly, she also once told the Secret Service 

that the rifle she saw in New Orleans had no telescopic sight, although 

the Mannlicher-Carcano had come with a cheap four-power scope). She 

also said on other occasions in Dallas she saw him clean it and work 

'the bolt. Once, Marina said, he took the rifle concealed in a raincoat, 

.saying he was going to practice shooting. A Russian friend of the Oswalds 
Voirbt 

(they were often among the emigres of Dallas and
4 
 Ft. rth) testified 

Lee told him of target shooting. One such targey,was the virulently 

right-wing Major-General Edwin Walker,(aCiarding to Marin4)at whom Lee 

said he took a shot with the Mannlicher on April 10, 1963, after leaving 

a note in Russian for her with instructions what to do if he were caught, 

along with the pictures of himself with rifle and."The Worker" in hand. 

(The gunman fired through the house window, missing Walker's head, flot 
Cfn114//SSirh44.1 

by much, and escaped. .The slug was-too mutilated to determine if the 

Mannlicher had fired it.) 17  5#44•44(4.4 fi hikl #7 -447,14v 
By far the most intriguing tale, though, is that of Oswald at rifle • 

ranges. On several days in November prior to the assassination, witnesses 

placed a man they said looked like Lee Harvey Oswald at target ranges. 

For example, on November 9 the m.an was seen at the Sports Drome Rifle 

Range in Dallas by several people. On November 17, the man had an alter- 
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cation with a Garland A. Slack over s' .tang at the wrong target. Slack 

said he'd never forget the stranger's ,glare, and that when he saw Oswald 

on TV, it was he. Dr. Homer Wood, and his so$ Sterling, also saw the 

shooter, remembering that "fire balls" came out of his rifle's barrel. 

Wood's son identified the gun as an Italian 6.5 carbine. The man was 

a good shot. Later in November the man supposedly was again seen at the 

range. All ofthat would seem further to incriminate Oswald, were it 

not for the fact that other evidence developed by the FBI for the Warren 

Commission placed Oswald other places. Were, then, these witnesses 

simply mistaken, as eyewitnesses so often are? Did they want somehow 

e ir to participate in the crime of the century? Or had they, as critics 	
niii  A 

 
-hr54' 	lizt - Richard Popkin, Robert Sam Anson, and others suggest, been witnesses  

to the "Second Oswald"--the look-alike who is where Oswald isn't acting 

t9„AtXr4PP,ATAV.009-0."OWald,"putttng_rhe frame tl..ghtly.aroungLt.he_. 

decoy, the patsy of a convoluted plot, Lee Harvey Oswald. Serious con-.  

sideration of that theory must come after the next matter, though, that 

of whether the real 0Swald who worked at the Texas School Book Depository 

had his Mannlicher-earcano with him when John Kennedy's motorcade'snaked 

around the corner of Houston and Elm streets at 12:30 p.m. CST, November 

22, 1963. 

Once more what would seem to be straightforward is complicated. 

The Warren Commission was satisfied that Oswald brought the disassembled ' 

rifle to his work at the Depotitory the morning of November 22 in a 38- 

inch long brown paper bag which he had made earlier of wrapping paper 
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10  
and tape available in the Depository'! .hipping room. Oswald's right 

palmprint and left-index fingerprint were detected on the bag. Buell 

Wesley Frazier, who drove Oswald to work that morning from Irving,,said 

Lee had with him a longish, heavy brown-paper package. Lee said they 

intle-i9a---  were curtain rods, and since the day before, he'd 	s bachelor's  

room at 1026 N. Beckely'in Dallas' Oak Cliff section needed curtains, 	 !t 
,.-r.:. 

that seemed logical to Frazier. He and his sister Linna Mae Randle were 	 N.,v
A

• 
.1•111■114 	•■•• 

neighbors in Irving of Ruth Paine, who had taken in Marina Oswald and 

her children--an ideal arrangement for Ruth, who was herself separated 

from her husband, and who loved Marina and the study of Russian almoSt 

equally. Buell and Mrs. Randle both saw the package that morning when 

Lee came over, as he did those occasional times he stayed with Marina, 

for a ride to the Depository where both men worked. They got there on 

time through the early morning rain (it cleared lateri_something . 	.    

spiracy theoriSts say a peculiar man with an umbrella at the assassina-

tion site seems not to have noticed), and Lee surprised Frazier by hurry- 
'10  4v14.414 

ing into the building ahead of him, holding the package upright with 	•bal'ffPrfir 
7;41 his right hand, the end seemingly tucked into his armpit. Thus,.the 	e/ 	r• r' 

p. Commission said, the rifle in the Depository. 

Fine, except that both Buell Wesley Frazier and Mrs. Randle repeat-

edly told the Commission's lawyers that theA package they saw was no 

more than 27 inches long, whereas the shortest component of the broken- 

down rifle, the.stock, was 341/2 inches long (too long for Oswald to have, 
lueslhowlul . 	, tucked in his armpit). Even after considerable .- X 	, the witnesses 

■•••■• 

Nat- -F0  . their estimates, and the Report concluded they were simply 
rialagr  
S

M
f 
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mistaken. Afterall, they had the b- 	didn't they? Hadn't it been 

found near the southeast--or "snipers nest"--window of the Depository? 

WaSn't.it later said to have'brown-end-srecn Vicoie.fibers in it similar 

to those of the blanket in which Oswald wrapped the rifle for storage 

in the Paine's garage? Hadn't it been made in the Depository? Harold 

Weisberg who has from the_beginning been one of the most assiduous and 

sane critics of the Report, asks when? If, as the Report hints, Oswald 

made it on the 21st, why didn't Marina and Frazier see it when they/ drove 

Lee to Irving that night? If on the 22nd, the morning before the shooting, 

what'did Frazier and Mrs. Randle see? Probably it is as the Report 

suggests, and Oswald somehow got the bag to Irving. What may be the 

only indisputable fact is that there was a Mannlicher-Carcano found in 

the Depository, and that bullets'from it were fired at the President.  

-onstellatioKS- of' -questiortsrsurr6und- -the- Weaponry and baliistits—'=— 
6-v As so 

of the Kennedy murder, the brightest glowing around the famous "magic 

_bullet" which the Commission said pierced Kennedy's neck and throat, 

Witte I/4 a, 
entered Connally's back, exited into his wrist, deftlecimi to his thigh, 

A - 
'and finally came to rest little the worse for wear to be found on the 

Governor's stretcher at Parkland hospital. Btit before that wonder can 

be explored come simpler considerations. First is the number of shots. 

Eighty-three percent of the witnesses in Dealey Plaza who offered an 

opinion reported three. Only seven percent said two (though they included 

Mrs. Kennedy and Secret Service men, notably Clint Hill), and only 4.6 

, — 
percent. reported three or more than three, a percentage mitigating. gainst 

',. .• 	 el& 't.,...n- 
i&" 

theorists who favor several assassins, unless their fire was simultaneous. 	r  
P

.:e. 
FMNMA 
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Accepting the majority's rule be es easier, if not necessarily 

correct, when we recall three cartridge cases were found next to the 

wall under the sill of the southeast window, sixth-floor, Texas School 

Book Depository. There, 4,w4a. Dallas police photographs showed, were 

is 

three boxes stacked to the west side of the partially-opened window, 
Ct IkqZdl 

presumab to form a gun rest for the sniper. Other boxes stacked 

along that side of the building concealed the shooter from anyone else 

who might be on the floor. .According to Dallas police and-FBI labora-

tory reports, one of the un-rest
4‘ 
 boxes held the right-index fingerprint 

and left palmprint of Lee Harvey 0Swald. Another small box 'set back 

from the window had on it Oswald's right palmprint. So, three shots 

and Oswald in the"sniper's nest: But,as many critics have said, Oswald 

worked in the building, filling book orders from cartons, including on 

the sixth floor. Whyshouldn'tj0s prints.be there? Furthermore,_ 

Harold Weisbjfg points out, there are other photos of the "nest" which 

give a different arrangement of boxes. Which, if any, were taken 

before investigators moved the boxesi and did those square with what 

people outside saw looking upwards? The Warren Commission's best witness 
IP 

to Oswald in the window was Howard Brennan, a weak-sighted steamfitter 

who was seated on a concrete wall oposite the Depository. Saying nothing 

substantive about the boxes, he testified Oswald was standing in the 

window, with the rifle, leaning against the left sill--a flat impossibil- 

1/ ity 'Mee 	wipdow ledge 	 ly 
o\O-ovA 	. 

ow  

ix.1)\ 	rerpraid, is only a foot above e floor, and the window was open only 



0410,  - Luvic, et, 3 D -Yh 001h by 	fel- 

Ath 4 11  1174r 	111,424 A4,64- 444 41,vo 
COvidtik)/ ea4 01444 wtka ori4 %rt. 

Still the testi:,Inny of other witnesses, especially. 

Lee Euins, does establish that 

I/1441' 	ti  

tuto..freet above that. 
t Me- matp ,  thatof the 15-year-old schoolboy Amos 

j 

ii 

there was, at least one man seen in the window, as another witness said 

"crowded in among boxes," and that hi had a gun. 

When did he fire it, and how many times, and what did he hit? 

he Warren Commission and the critics alike have been forced to time • 

the shots, and to hypothesize about their effect, based on the film 

Zapruder, a Dallas dress 

manufacturer who had stationed himself and his zoom-lens Bell & 

(L 	___)) 
8 mm. movie camera on a concrete pedestal holding up one end of the - \sw. 

‘,2 

Plaza's northern "pergola"--a ba 	dieh structuret
A

immediately west 

record of the assassination created by Abraham 

(Let4.-rt4/,  ti eh 
of the Depository aad—freat---to a grassy knoll which led up to a line of 

trees fronting a six-foot stockade fence, which itself screened a 

parking lot next to railway yards. Zapruder's camera, tests later showed, 

ran at an average 18.3 frames per second. Thus his film of the smiling, 

waving President being borne around the 120 degree leftward turn off 

Houston onto Elm, ' a turn which forced dr%mer William Greer to slow the 

limousine, provides both a clock and a visual record of Kennedy and 
1.19n 

Connally's reactions during the horror of the next aim seconds. Indeed, 

Zapruder's film might have put quiet to all the jpeculations about 

Kennedy's death had it not been for t+ta—Taxas-.Saate—itighway—Deparaseftt-s  
ef-e64.4; 

whiglajmi fee=taramcctaday., a large traffic-direction sign . 

at a spot between the camera and Elm Street, obscuring the exact location, 
0,4temN4iiss,a, yg  

pP1‘7/.. .t_t/ 	
wao  

-henclad-roten President ennedystust first haus-beanhit. As it is, 
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the cameras speed, the sign's obstruction and the rapidity with which 
4in 

the Mannlicher-Carcano could be operal.vd are.- he variables which have 

S eh' 046 	 '1 
continually plagued 

(1  
investigators of the assassination in determining 

the timing of the shots and their effect. The Warren Commission's staff, 

and soon conscientious  skeptics like Josiah Thompson, Robert Groden, 

and the egregious Mark Lane-Dick Gregory tandem have tried mightily to 

unravel precisely what happened. But little As absolute except the mathe-

matics. .Tests with the Mannlicher-Carcano revealed it could not be 

fired and re-bolted to bring another round up from the clip in the maga-

zine in less than 2.3 seconds. For a three-shot firing sequence consis-

tent with the Zapruder film then, the sniper must aim and fire the car- 

oriGZ' 
tridge lying ready in the chamb, bolt the'hew cartridge in and re,aim 

(a tricky maneuver with the Mannlicher-Carcano since the long rearward 
rt 1■10.141-1 )110 1  

bolt movement VamL.dislacate the shooter's eye from the scope), fire, 

again, and flre,...andit all mist be done in less thap. six seconds 
at 	let e 	Is( 	Iggi.a to 	d 	I s- 110 -rizi4 hi- eke vt,(Yitil  

(or a second more than the minimum required tilt), Only that mu time 

was available, because the sniper's view of Kennedy's body from the 

southeast window of the Depository was obscured by a large oak tree from 
A 

Zapruder.frame 166 until approximately frame 210 (curiously, Kennedy was 

. a fine target before that time, all the way down Houston Street and 

through the turn just below the window, yet no shots were then firec4 

leading. cynic to wonder if the sniper walk a born back-shooter). There a 

so( *1,4- 	14 
is-a-memea at frame 186 when a shot might have been fired through an 

opening in the foliage. Some observers believe one was fired about 

1149- gime 1  *boo .5 (A4- otrYn vn Pre iaill141-5 9wt(1111 	($4.4 4,b,44- 

-rhori ft ttiok 	ci41 &it 

.t 	 • 
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then hitting the pavement rear of the '-resident's car (several specta-J 

tors in retrospect thought they saw something splatter, but the Mann-

licher-Carcano's copper-jacketed rounds at 2,200 feet per fecondtlisht 
Fheknaika-trwif7piernitot. 

well ricochet off concrete instead'of shattering) and flinging fragments 

A il Frill, J0,4414 fliikSpAlit540111145  Tayi44. receivt 	 kve+4404de 
several hundr d yards, one of which pinked Mr. James Tague, who was 

stsinding on Main StLeet near the• Triple Underpass the motorcde was 

141 	ritt t11/1 /IR tal&l.. p1430L. hew, at A, la 114 77 fr 144,11 7 F.S 

appro chingA  (A section '6f curbing there, belatedly examined by the 

fe,T' 	FBI, showed under spectrographic testing traces of lead and antimony, all*AL4' 	r-- 
off- 

ft- 	r"*P-4tr th.c. 	 .44// 	4 

A 	 141fr  
c-cemmert-temb+nettdeft-in the lead cord'of bullets. No trace of copper 

was found, suggesting either it.was a fragment or another kind of bqllet 
I he:_vt.fe  4 thlivet2Z- Q' ' 	tvt(A Vel 

	

$ecause the FBI report is jmtonclusive 	 metals match those 

of the Mannlicher-Carcano rounds, the last explanation is preferred by 

those suspecting more than one gunman. Further complicating matters, • 

Mr. Tague maintains he heard shots before he was struck. If so, a frag-

ment from another bullet, possibly from the fatal head  shot, may have 
. 

bounced off the curb to injure him, or again, a3multiple -gunmen theorists 

suppose, heel hit by

4J 
s linters from another gun's bullets.) 

(-- 
t.  ,f riftlit viesk k h./ 41 4-k e..0 	 slum.„5„- 	olitt 

Unfortunately; it is impossible to sayer, 	three shots were fired 

it 	)4i  f 1  .-.2.C,  
from the Depository, which of the first two missed because by the time 

	

ii,Ve 	aid A 
the President's limousine cleared the oak tree//offerext the gunman a d.tx.) 
Qici;)v.-t.).1 

--e-lear-shotri the car has also passed behind the-ltejaa-14,218 street sign. 

We only know that by frame 225, when the limousine emerges from behind 
ha 11 

the sign, John Kennedy has been hit. His arms and hands move upward 

art 1.4‘ 	
4 ' 

'toward his throat, his shoulders hunchr In James Altgen's photo taken 



from there. Even though three expended cartridges were found, one casing 

at the neck in a way occuring commonly when dry-firing a wea-

pon, that is, chambering and unchambering an expended round to practice 

the mechanism. It is conceivable that Oswald brought the rifle to the 

• 

014011kwas dented 

16 

an instant later at frame 255, we see the Secret Service crane back toward 
oit.1 

'the.tInii4.41fire-cracker pop: while Jackie grabs Jack's arm and Goy- 
th P14-0-#101  410 what 

ernor John Connally turns awkwardly to his right. This the Commission 
/1 

lone gunman, and is the"magic bullet." • d:)/ fiv 
aft"esremi,ieJ s  h, 

the critics do not agree, but before giving them their moment, we should 

return to the southeast window of the Depository, to the gun, the cart-

‘40 ridges, the gunman. 

calls the first shot from the 

The second probably misses, they say. The third, abou 	. 	con s 

SPle 
at Zapruder frame 313 blows out the right-pew of Kennedy's skull, ending 

the New Frontier there in the. chief city of the Old West. Obviously,' 

Could 
C-0044 

12/4a4-7c Several quick, but significant questions about them, 

40 intage Mannlicher-Carcano, which was later fund steak 

boxes near the descending staircase on the west end 

of the building, have all by itself killed John Kennedy? Yes. At short 

range, with the 160-161 grain copper-jacketed bullets, it had more than 

ao-ne 
the necessary penetrating power accuracy despite a tendency to shoot 

hi h and cight(whicll defect could easily have been compensated for by 

; 
1( he it oi( it-rt--hekfiellP i  

an one Seelf.440*-16th e w pon Is it certain three shots were fired 

A from that vindow-
? 
 les====xftsli.tassass-heeset. No, , ( 0  

+r- lir 1114-W11414i  

Kennedy may well have been the target of just two shots 
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Depository with an empty hull in the chamber, and a clip containing three 

live rounds in the magazine. Since one live round was in the rifle when 

it was discovered, that would mean only two shots were fired from the 
Interestingly, 

window, both hitting their mark, one maybe going on to Connally. / no 

other ammunition for the rifle was found among Oswald's possessions (he 
asiva44 

had only about 15 rounds for his .38, too), which 	may mean'that he bought  4 
4 it 	 all but 

only one box  (Lee was quite thrifty) and expended/these three or four 	1-eh - 

rounds in practice, -le‘s--one..xlia4c1:14i-A.oeseel-et-Betw441-Wei.ker-. Or perhaps, 
• 

a few sleuths whisper, an as yet unknown and stingy employer doled out 

these necessary rounds to Oswald, who had been enlisted in a Byzantine 

scheme to assassinate a President4naware that the final act required 

himself, as gunman, to take the rap. That conjecture rests easily or 

uneasily in one's judgment on the final questions involving Oswald's 

rifle, ammunition, and presence in the building. 'III 14(4  111411C 
. 	. 	 . 

The 6.5.Mannlicher-Carceno found in the Depository (and a first 

mistakenly identified to the press as a 7.65 Hauser, police 	that 
Pi' • 

fueled suspicions about a conspiracy since it suggested eve weapons) 
1114047/114 of tr. 14W 

was directly tied to Oswald by only 	p• mpr nt, keundj4w the under-, 

side of the barrel, under the stock's wooden forepiece. No sable prints 

were found on the cartridge...cases. Thut, the assumption that Oswald used 

the rifle that 	his ownership of.-14.=ie.eskeiklAwited—rests as much on 

his ability and opportunity as on the weapon itself. Was Lee Oswald a 

good enough shot to get off 	three rounds with deadly effect? 

Certainly, for a trained marksman, the distance was not great--about 175 



044:0 0144.44 	rkier imefo-ht 

1101„, 18 

feet when the President's limousine f!-,t came from behind the oak tree. 

Through the scope it looked no more than fifty feet. Oswald had been 

trained by the Marine Corps, which boasts of producing the finest marks-

men in the world (Charles Whitman, thetTexas .tower sniper" was one such). 

Lee qualified as a S rpshooter with tile M-1,-4eogh Later  he dropped1414, 

11  0144 "rio 	inimsts( 	 owen.,0 g4 ii/4,444 	• 

to the lowest e of e Marksman sale. Nelson Delgado, a Marine buddy, 

testified Lee was a very poor shot. A stronger malediction came from a 

strange quarter. In February, 1964, a Russian NOB agent .named Yuri Nosenko 
/rep said, 

abruptly defected. One of his statements concerned Oswald whorwhile living 

E v Eff IAA icskiit Kin) 
in Russia 	 that whe he wept hunt i 	co,  

4 m4  gj 	/2403-12 
eemebody--had_in_go_aloag-to providefhim with game. Nosenko\a s 

4 
the CIA that Oswald was not a Russian agent, a possibility which Lee's 

own defection to Russia and his espousement of left-wing causes since 

his return had raised--especially with President Lyndon B. Johnson who 

initially feared he was President by virtue of a Communist conspiracy 

(LBJ also feared a nuclear war should Oswald turn out to be a Russian 

1114 terkiWki,vid■l" PP / $41  gadj 	4. 	'11/14M/1  
spook). 
At 1711041\ 

Anyway, 

the verdict is mixed on Oswald's marksmanship prior to the Kennedy killing. 

Certainly he was a trained shooter over ranges up to 500 yards. He was 

familiar with the weapon. If he was in that 'windowJ  he had moving below 

and to h4s,riatit at 11.2 miles per hour the most important cArget in the 

Iv htIt lh va li /IV 	41"1/4/7"..44mixa/161104.  ihb 	WO 
world, aod=bg.g. adrenal glat72wbuld 	 have served Artrn--eve-14.--(iron- 

htical 	was Kennedy who suffered Addison's disease, a malfunction of 

• 
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hree times within six 
ativatill( 

the adrenals4. Could he have fired the weapon 

• 

seconds? In tests run for the Warren Commission's inve ti tion, three 

$11 	kwftee-17 e Ai- 
National Rifle Association "masters" shot Oswald's weapon at stationary 	"hi/ f 

targets positioned at distances corresponding to Zapruder frames #210 

(175 feet), about #252 (240 feet) and #313 (265 feet). These experts, . 

• itHrett--akeet-in-en-untamillar.4.11.1z, succeeded two of six times in 

„or getting off three shots in less than six seconds. They .hit the first 

and third targets consistently,. but often missed the second because the 

aiming movement from first to second target required a change of firing 

V(' 	position. In 1967.CBS News, as part of their first "Inquiry" into the 

/1 Q'1
Kennedy assassinatron,:cmstructeall tower and a ramp; complete with 

moving silhouette, to simulate the heights and distances between he 
t_g -Fel* if q 14, 

Presidential limousine and the Depository window011arksmen in that_t,est, 
• 

conducted with a gun like Oswald's, could get the three shots off in 

44,61  17w.<151 
time, and several hit the silhouette twice oi\thrice:—Almost half the 

-tests, though, were invalidated because the rifle malfunctioned-.some-

thing we can't say happened in the Depository. Later tests showed 

ti PIA  Oswald's rifle operated well. In sum, all we can suppose is.  that if • 

t ' (49:6 	 'hit 
istr# Oswald had a good day he 	have fired and hit from the window. We 

%IA° 	14414  pose, too, that the bullet fragments, and the "magic bullet," 
att 

Ilut 	• 4  
came from ZIte nnlicher-Carcano. Two good-sized fragments, one from 

a bullet's nose and another from a base, were recovered from the limou- 

IS [Wow(' J 
*We., pLus-aeme*eI 44.5.-p.traces were retrieved from the our.eme434-14^,m1- J rtit 	 Oen- 1,44.44A. Inks_ terylettlt 

01104:s 	 tbrizyo- 
uummtivphi  Colony's wrist,(X-rays showed 	miniscule pieces in John Kennedy's 

crflis h  (44  
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skull, and a sliver embedded in John Connally's femur). These fragments, 

awd' 44e 	a 4as•s 
the nearly-pristine bullet found ,- Parkland, were said by the FBI 

to have been fired from the Mannlicher-Carcano to the excluSion of all 
<72 

other weapons. Spectrography rte7s.1 revealed the slugs had similar metalli
c 

composition--not surprising since all were made in 1944 by the Western 

Cartridge Company of similar materials. However, even these seemingly 

unassailable facts have been questioned by several critics of the FBI 

investigation (the Warren Commission had no investigative staff, and 

were forced to rely on Hoover's men). These skeptics asked if tests 

showed the magic bullet went through human tissue. They wanted conclu-

sive neutron-activation analyses done, for example, on Kennedy's shirt 

and coat, through which the magic bullet supposedly passed, to determine 

if any metallic residue marks that passage, and if so, whether the resi- 

cAoyhil, 	 • 
due Midentieal in atomic composition with the bullet. Similarly, the 

r- 

 

imonclusive-spectrographic tests linking Connally's wrist fragments - 

with the wondrous bullet have. been challenged. Nothing, obviously, is 

accepted on its face. 

Not even that Oswald was on the sixth floor and so had access to 

the window. The Commission's fitness on that crucial point was Charles 

Givens, a worker in the Depository who said he saw Oswald at about 11:55 am 

November 22, walking from the southeast corner of the sixth floor toward 

14,14  1,r Vh h 001X.S b 1.; 014 ()., rx.r 41'S ve;41.40yi , 

the freight elevators which were on the buildii7glarside. Oswald 

tri*ki Olin • 

carried a clipboard then, Givens said ,(C— n—ii--raetteb r found slipped among 

book cartons near the elevatory Surely such testimony was beyond debate, 

. and would be were it not that Givens first told the FBI that he had seen. 

 

nn 

 

• 
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Oswald on the first floor about forty ,:Anutes before 	shooting--a 

story he stuck to until April, 1964, when 3REMIAsa interr ation by 

Commission lawyer David Belin brought forth the new version The Dallas 

police, by the way, considered Givens, 	 the kind 

of witness who might say things for money, and since Mrs. R.E. Arnold, 

a secretary at the Depository, also told the Commission she thought she 

■,$ 	 might have caught a glimpie of Oswald on the first floor around 12:15, 

Givens' test imony,while--telang,--i-arj"thrquestionable. 	/IP d 44441 ki41, 
• 4AP 5V/4. 

Can it be proved, that Oswald was on4101W. floor, in or near that 

window? Threeleye-witnesses--Brennan, Euins, and an Arnold Rowland-4W4Ntioet4417.6!) 

011A .40- 	 (211404:412 
10141 tail=02cErkanrAbless--- 	of a man with a gun there. But eyewitnesses are 

frequently mistaken. Predictably, such witnesses offered contradictory 

stories, e.g. as to just whiCh floor the gunman was on, how tall he was, 

how long the rifle was, even as to whether he was 
A400 	

alone. Rowland, for 
44410  

example,4~ told the FBI he'd seen two men, a rifleman in a southwest  
;.-- 11,c 

window and an elderly black man in the southeast (three black men did 

watch the motorcade fromicelow the "nest " eaLtlt~e~fiftti.fl~e~) Another 
A 	 at, 022 arlial- 1?) 

witness, Mrs. Carolyn Walther, said she saw *he-gunman
4 
and beside him, 

another man, but they were on a floor lower than the sixth. This point, 
Cr444 Win 0-1S-tf Jt.t 

whethem..08,ma.14 was accompanied or not, cried for proof. For a time it 

seemed that photography would produce an answer. Kennedy's death, or its 
ad 

circumstances, was filmed by more people than Abraham Zapruder (though 

none profite, like Mr., Zapruder, who received $150,000 from Life for his 
a4 le 4S/?) 

filmed history).
A 

Twenty-two photographers rtele in Dealey Plaza after 

the fatal shot with,film in their cameras which might be invaluable in 

• 
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solving the murder. One was Mr. Robc..-- Hughes, who stood a block away 

from the motorcade shooting an 8 mm. movie. As the fateful turn onto 

Elm Street began, Hughes° camera recorded the southeast window of the 

Depository. Could close examination of those frames reveal a figure 

waiting in ambush? Two other witnesses, Ronald Fischer and Robert Edwards, 

thought they saw one then. Professor Josiah'Thompson, A most able critic 

of the Report, raised the.question based on Hughes' film and the witnesses 

In his conscientious book Six Seconds in Dallas (dubbed a microstudy of 

the assassination because of its reliance on photographic records, mathe-

matical calculations of trajectories,available autopsy records, and the 

like). Thompson asked, too, if the figure moved, as a gunman would have 

to, and if--as yet other witnesses thought-.there was a second figure 

neXt to the first, an accomplice perhaps. An answer came, or seemed to, 

in the recent CBS re-inquiry:Into the killing. CoMprehensive computer 

studies of shape, contrast, and depth of the tiny images (a fraction of 

a small frame, taken 100 yards away) by the Itek Corporation showed yes, 

there was movement (hence the gunman) and no, there was no other human 

being there. Again, dfifinitive information within the limits of knowledge, 

but again, Itek's findings generated skepticism. Ite):Corporation, after 

all, has as its President a former CIA man, and was it not the CIA who., 

we've learned/ hires news correspondents as informers( including one Sam A. 

Jaffe,' once of CBS, who said it seemed to him quite possible that the 

CIA got him hired by CBS in the first placel, If the CIA could get people 

hired at CBS,could,they not also influence Itek's report to CBS, particu-... 

larly inasmuch as 60% of Itek's business was photo interpretation for 
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the government? Naturally, such sker :ism flourishes ever more in the 

,current atmosphere of distrust for the CIA. In some critics--Robert 

Sam Anson comes, to mind--it grows to monstrous shape, metamorphosifyp  

a Kali-goddess of suspicion whose many arms, each labled "CIA," "The Mob," 

"Watergaters," "Cuba," encircle John Kennedy's death, and squeeze until 

they strangle reason. 

Nonetheless, questions about the photographic records of the killing 

must be asked. Another movie film, this by Mr. Orville Nix, aroused high 
S rot& 	 .1) N PAS  

excitement among assassination sioadeets during the time of the initial 

critiques of the Report. Nix's film seemed to show a rifleman perched 

on a car parked directly behind the concrete wall bordering the "pergola" 

near the grassy knoll. Edward Jay Epstein, whose book Asuest *1608. Jr, 

illuminated the Commission's procedural inadequacies and blindness to 

unorthodox explanations,of thecrime,..brought_this,._theory,tonational ,  

prominence in Esquire, while another critic, Jones Harris, who'd discovered 

the malevolent figure, proceeded with UPI's help (they'd bought the Nix 

'film for $5,000) to subject the film to the greatest possible scrutiny. 

That's, right, by Itek. Their conclusion was that, because it lacked depth, 

the "figure" was really a shadow, and the car, appearing otherwise through 

a trick of perspective, was a sedan parked in the lot far back of the 

pergola. Harris then decided that Itek and UPI had collaborated to cover- ' 

up this sensational break in the assassination, this proof of conspiracy. 

To answer this, Nix's movie--8 mm. and the lowest possible quality of 

film--was once more analyzed, this time by computers at Caltech. The 

1? 14- 61) 664- tiAutt 	I, 	Ifbr f 	/mei 4,11  

	

t11 v„„4- 	wio 	6,4 trt.d,r,1  film,' 

• inr -1 	lt-C. 
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results received in February, 1975, s- - ported the Itek findings, although 

not positively ruling out a "grassy knoll" aSS4SS. As of today, th
e 

1/1  tAA- 1144Ve i IA NUJ  klY0 G 6lt 
theorists have not d ne with Mr. Nix's film. Some -aw claim to see 

4mc4/101,  

" 	Ill 4.14014-01 && Ts- 9,0 1-41/4,11.4.4 
three assassins a 

Street. Two of these, 

junt and Frank Sturgis. 

So it goes with the photographic records, and with all the records, 

for that matter. It seems the more we know, the less we know. Any b
it 

of evidence so fascinates
coVd- 

evotees of John Kennedy's murder that, 

spider-like, they spin out of it webs of intrigue stretching through 

time and space unto, almost, eternity. One more example now. 

111111 1  , resemble.Watergate plotters E. Howard 

MORE TO COME 

plINIMINIr 


